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Dear aim, 

I'll probably see you tomorrow with this. As I wrote Bud, I'll be in then. I did 

not make my inquiry clear or youlp1) did not understand it. My inquiry re Chappequidick 
is limited to this in that story, if there is a character (say a sheriff) who could 
be desctibed in ellipsis as a constable, who is he, what Is the essence of his testimony, 

if any, and is he from the country in which Hynannis is? 

The euncan was obvious in the sense you suggest, perhaps too obvious for something 
as sophisticated as this. But even in this Shapespearian sense knot the only one we've 

explored with fantastic consequences), there are multiple poseibilitiee. It can be an 
allusion to MK, not just JFK. 

Your Ogden Nash suggestion is a very good one. We have done much checking with magister, 
and its archaic meanings are rtheh, including in a Chap, sense, one of the again multiple. 

It is being checked through the valumos of Oxford, has been through other unabridged, as 
have many of the words. We have the same problem with Lee in Irving'e bedroem, and the 

possibilities that could make sense out of it that have occurred are simply inaccurate. 
However, one ofethe"thinga T do not know iieWhether there were other lees•oreealepeople 

named In4ing. The added. thing 
may 

 be thai; LeOwas.in an Irving bet.iroom the night before 
he was blamed with the assassination. Which can mean Jamediately before framing or 
imnedietely before assassination. 

On N.O.tI expect official copies of the affidavit. If you-all.would like to copy, 

lend it. There are 113 pages. Perhape you'll be satiSfied with the newspaper version, Which 

I presume you are getting. If so, you can always borrow my my for making your oen,,, I have 
not been sent copies of the news stories, and these would interestee, the stories as 
distinguished from the verbatim affidavits, of which - have only parts II and III from the 
S-I and the contractions from the T-P of 7/3 and 7/4 to date. Others may be in the mail but 

not yet here. Because I think there is much more than here shows and at some time would 
welcome a discussion of it with you(a11), I do want to know everything and keep up with 
everything. 'Ilhuss, the news stories do interest me and I'd appreciate copied of them as soon 
as possible. They can sey what the affidavits dog not. One of the things that to me seems 
conspicuous is that DJ had gone pretty far to make it impossible to a) bring this case to 
trial or b) get a conviction if they do. I would right wow bet that under any fair inter-
pretation, the have made the selection of an impirti.al jury impossible A subtlety would 
be to force the case out of N.U., where it would be impossible convict Jim with assigned 
confession witnessed by all the disciples. And with the Pope as notary.'Other possibilties. 
Another of my reasons for wanting to know all, to try and ope out. I think, also, that 
the ABA's standards designate releasing this stuff 1O($ wrong and entirely unnecessary 
and 100,b prejudicial. As far as I've had a chance to read them. 

You misinterpret the loc 1 law. The machines are there legal. The payoff on them is not. 
But there are questions along this line, like why pay him off on what is outside his parish, 

why pay his flunky more, or even waging, if ho is in the bag? I've always had questions 
about Soule and the vice squad, particularly another and Frey because of his role in the 
Hagerty thing. Gervais I can finguro only in life at stake or enoue to keep him in jail 
permanently. Been the unfriendLtes in the press aexee on the latter. I haven't son and 
would like the NYTines story on reaction. In fact, all I have is their first story by Reed 

and one saying JG was making his own charges. 

On  the text of the blakk joke, I have loaned my in t copy out and have no copying paper. 
I am not making general distribution, have raised with only those who may be able to 
address particular aspects. Keep it quiet, berg qUiet, and above all away from yourehts nuts. 

And, at least temporarily, out of your files. I am willing to discuss Atilt you, Bob, Bud, Bill. 



0 

July 9, 1971 

Dear Harold, 

In regard to the "black joke" or nut note, xxxlam nobody here 
has anything useful to add at the moment, at least as far as 
Chappaquidick is concerned. A couple of things have occurred to me 
on other at parts. Duncan could be an allusion to the King of 
Scotland who (if you believe Shakespeare) was murdered by Macbeth. 

As for "The Constable from Barnstable (known to mothers as 
the magister of horse) . . .", I have a feeling this might be an 
allusion to something written by Ogden Nash. The akkhym rhythm and 
off-rhyme pairings (constable-barnstable) suggest the sort of 
clever playfulness I associate with Nash, though I've read rather 
little of his works. He is a native Marylander, as I recall. The 
word constable is not frequently used in America. If the poet is 
not Nash, then I would imagine it comes from some British source. 
Without checking an Oxford Unabridged I cannot tell much about the 
use of "magister" but I have a faint remembrance of it in some 
workers of English literature. Again, I don't think it is often 
used in America. 

"Was Lee in Irving6s bedroom?" The nnly thing I can think of 
on this is Lee Harvey Oswald and Irving, Texas, but I can't make 
any sense out of that. 

Are you receiving clippings on the lastest events in the 
Garrison saga? I have some kimeakkawmakg twenty legal size pages 

'of clippings from the States-Item (and one from the New YOrk Times). 
If you want copies, let me know. I have not had time to go over 
the affidavit which the States-Item is printing in installments. 
(Thus far I have kad got six installments of the 113 page affidavit) 
One point puzzles me exceedingly; Why bribe Garrison when pin 
balling is legal in Lotisiana and the boys seizing the pin ball 
machines are not local law enforcement but federal officials? How 
can Garrison "protect" anyone against the Feebies? No one I know 
has ever suggested he has an "in" ix with the FBI. 

From the New York Times account of public reaction in New 
Orleans, I doubt a jury will convict even if the case is solid. 

I will hope to get back to work on some Freedom of Information 
lawsuits next week. I have written Paul Hoch, and I expect he 
will write me soom for some advice on his suits. 

Best regards, 
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